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Theology Shaped by Politics: 
Fact in the Middle East, Potential in the Balkans

Boris Havel

The Arab-Israeli conflict is complex and complicated. There are many 
aspects of it, such as ethnic, economic, social, territorial, psychological, his-
torical, ideological and security-related. Study of any of those aspects would 
help us understand it better. However, there is one aspect which, if ignored, 
would leave any analysis wanting: religious. While for a long time the main-
stream media and academia chose to disregard the importance of religion 
in the most intensive Middle Eastern conflict,1 after the events of Septem-
ber 2001, and after the wave of Islamic terrorism in Israel the following year, 
more scholars and political analysts did pay closer attention to it.2 The fact 
that religion influences Middle Eastern politics, primarily in the Muslim 
community, has become impossible to ignore.

Even though that recognition came about, it has often been shallow and 
rarely sufficiently discoursed. The old school of thought which dismissed 
religion altogether as relevant, and defined Zionism and Imperialism as the 

1 Conflict in the Middle East in this article means primarily the Arab-Israeli conflict. It should 
be noted though that there are conflicts in the Middle East, which have no connection to the 
Jewish state, such as Shia-Sunni, or Kurdish-Turkish.

2 Cf. Tanasković, 2006:254, and Trifkovic, 2002:7
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root cause of turbulences in the Middle East,3 is still intrusive, even though 
its premises are today questioned more freely. My impression, however, is 
that insufficiency in comprehending the role of religion in the Arab-Israe-
li conflict is not only due to the leftist, secular-humanist, ideological per-
suasion of most Western analysts4 and “Saidist”5 restraint of Orientalists. It 
is also a result of a lack of expertise necessary to properly examine the top-
ic. To examine it in a scholarly fashion, one should approach it applying a 
multidisciplinary method involving at least three fields of research: polit-
ical science, history and theology, and with some acquaintance with Ori-
ental languages, law, psychology, sociology and cultural anthropology. By 
thus studying the Holy Land, one would discover the unyielding importance 
of political religion ever since the Israelites conquered Canaan, some three 
and a half millennia ago, until today. During that period many rulers, king-
doms, ideologies and theologies fought over, influenced and dominated the 
Holy Land. They all shaped or tried to shape the intellectual, cultural and 
spiritual atmosphere of the domain they ruled, according to the fashion of 
the day and their own civilizational legacy. Many of them succeeded. It creat-
ed a heterogeneous sequence of cultures probably unprecedented anywhere 
else in the world. Israeli tribal alliance during the times of Joshua and Judg-
es, Kingdoms of the First Temple period, Judah’s circumstances under Bab-
ylonian and then Persian rule, Judean Hellenistic period, First period of the 
Roman rule, Second period of the Roman rule (after the destruction of the 
Second Temple), Byzantine, Arab-Muslim, Crusader, reestablished Muslim 
rule, Ottoman Empire, British Mandate and finally the modern Israeli state, 
all differed significantly. During all these periods and countless sub-periods, 

3 Cf. The Middle East and the Powers in Kedourie, 2004:5. The guru of this thinking was late 
Edward Said, whose ideas have shaped more than a generation of Western Orientalists, and 
brought Orientalism as a field of research away from scholarship and deep into domain of 
ideological leftist-liberal activism. That activism has been epitomized by recent claims that 
Jews and Christians on the one hand, and Muslims on the other, worship the same God; for 
more about it see Havel, 2010:37-58. 

4 More on leftist bias at departments of Social Studies and Humanities of Western Universi-
ties, see Klein & Stern, 2005:40-52 (survey available even at: http://econfaculty.gmu.edu/
klein/survey.htm), Gordon, 2011:76-95 and Sesardić, 2012:68-69. For extensive critical 
analysis of Middle Eastern studies in America see Kramer, 2001. That the same is true even 
in research institutes in Israel, see Stav, 2001:9-10.

5 Cf. Ibn-Warraq, 2007:17-54
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diverse as they were, there is one stream of thought that could be detected 
throughout all ages: there has always been one ( Jewish) or more ( Jewish, 
Christian and Muslim) religious communities which have perceived their 
government over territory between the Jordan river and the Mediterranean 
Sea as determined by their spiritual condition. In other words, one or more 
religious communities always believed that their right standing vis-á-vis God 
would produce their military supremacy over other contesters, and ensure 
their political possession of the Holy Land. In spite of multiplicity and diver-
sity of political actors and ideologies which have swept through Eretz Israel/
Palestine, political religion has always been a constant.

Interaction of politics and religion

It still is. Religion influences many political, social and military events in 
the current Arab-Israeli conflict. Many Jews and Muslims believe that their 
religious duty is to possess the land of Eretz Israel/Palestine. Their political 
platform is thus to a certain degree fashioned by religious beliefs. Unyielding 
radicalism of Islamic terrorist groups such as Hamas or Hezbollah is a direct 
outcome of the implementation of Islamic religious principles into politics.6 
But that is not the only way in which religion and politics interact. The issue 
which I find particularly interesting is not so much how and to which degree 
religion has influenced politics, but rather what happened vice versa: how 
reestablishment of the Jewish state influenced Jewish, Christian and Mus-
lim theology. This particular aspect in which religion and politics interrelate 
passed rather unnoticed in most political studies, even though it is practical-
ly common knowledge among religious political actors in the Middle East.

History as Revelation

The paramount reason behind political influence on religion in the Mid-
dle East is the following: history has epistemological value in all three mon-
otheistic religions interacting there. The main source of theological knowl-
edge in Judaism, Christianity and Islam is revelation, and a significant part 
of it came through history. Perception of history and degree of historicity in 

6 See Charter of Hamas in Stav, 2001:391-405
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Jewish, Christian and Muslim narratives are, of course, different, but that 
aspect is too complex to address here and not necessary for this introduc-
tion.7 What demands attention is the way in which Jewish and Muslim ca-
nonical writings are composed: large parts are made of historical narrative, 
from which theological conclusions about God’s will and involvement in hu-
man affairs are drawn.8 Interpretation of historical events as a reflection of 
divine will did not stop with the closing of the canon. It continued on, up to 
the modern age, which provided interpreters with one of the most appealing 
material ever: creation of the State of Israel. The phenomenon of a nation 
scattered throughout the globe, passing through the danger of near destruc-
tion, gathering in its ancient homeland, and rebuilding it, never happened 
before in human history. The seemingly miraculous development of the Zi-
onist movement and subsequent emergence, expansion and survival of Isra-
el, could hardly leave unimpressed anyone who is acquainted with either the 
Judeo-Christian eschatological portions of Holy Scriptures, or with the nor-
mative Islamic view of how history should develop. Political realities created 
by the Jewish state, interpreted in light of the Jewish, Christian and Muslim 
sacred texts thus prompted reconsiderations and changes in parts of theo-
logical thought in all three religions.

Islam

Orientalists would find it least unexpected in Islam. Not a few Muslim 
beliefs developed as an outcome of political and military struggle, and con-
temporary social circumstances (the Prophet’s promise of Paradise to par-

7 Fred Donner in the Chapter “The Qur’an and History” (Donner, 1998:75-85) explains that 
Koranic view of the world and humankind is “profoundly ahistorical” whereas the “very 
concept of history is fundamentally irrelevant to the Qur’an’s concerns” (p. 80). Nasr, 
however, writes that “Qur’an […] contains a sacred history…” (Nasr, 2007:42, cf. Sharon, 
2007:311), and Bernard Lewis states that the Islamic world is a society of “unusually keen 
historical awareness” in which “historical knowledge, back to the advent of Islam in the sev-
enth century, is widespread, extensive, and, if not always accurate, both vivid and detailed 
(Lewis, 2010:169-170).

8 Christianity is somewhat different, because it builds on doctrinal premises of incarnation, 
atonement and resurrection. However, its aspects of history and historicity should not be 
underestimated. Paul wrote to the Corinthian Church: “And if Christ has not been raised 
[that is, if the resurrection is not a fact of history], your faith is futile, you are still in your 
sins” (1 Corinthians 15:17, NIV).
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ticipants killed in marauding raids against Meccan caravans, declaring Jeru-
salem holy by Caliph in Damascus contesting his political rival in Medina,9 
etc.). Since Jewish military superiority has been unknown in Islamic tradi-
tion and previous history, some religious novelties were introduced in ex-
plaining and dealing with Israel. One of them has been acknowledging su-
icide-terrorists, the Islamikaze as Professor Raphael Israeli named them,10 
as shaheeds by prominent Islamic scholars. Even though suicide bombing 
has no “antecedents in Islamic history, and no justification in terms of Is-
lamic theology, law or tradition,”11 modern scholars such as Yusuf al-Qarada-
wi, and clerics affiliated with Islamic terrorist groups, approved it.12 Far less 
numerous and influential, are Muslim clerics and activists who, based on a 
“Zionist” interpretation of the Surah 5:21, acknowledge the right of Jews to 
the Land of Israel.13 They promote peaceful coexistence between the Jew-
ish state and the Muslim countries, which is another thought unparalleled in 
earlier Islamic mainstream traditions.

Judaism

In Judaism, political Zionist activism has been increasingly recognized 
as a theologically legitimate step toward introducing an eschatological and 
messianic era. This trend has been gaining momentum since the Six Day War 
of 1967. Just a few decades prior to 1967, such an attitude toward political Zi-
onism in religious Jewish circles was almost unthinkable. True, there were a 

9 Contrary to common perceptions, Jerusalem was not conquered by Caliph Omar, and the 
city had no particular significance to early Muslim conquerors, as it is not even once men-
tioned in the Koran. The city’s religious importance grew in history: first during political 
conflicts within the Islamic community towards the end of the seventh century, and lat-
er during Muslim conflicts with Christians, and finally with Zionism and the Jews (more 
on early development of Islamic reverence for Jerusalem see Kister, 1980:173-196, Busse, 
1984:73-119, Busse, 1986:149-168, and Busse, 1968:441-468). For understanding the context 
in which early Islamic tradition developed I am much indebted to Professor Moshe Sharon 
of the Hebrew University.

10 Israeli, 2003
11 Lewis & Churchill, 2009:153
12 Cf. Israeli, 2003:7, 22-24, 161
13 Cf. Al-Hussaini, 2009:9-14, where the author attempts to trace this irenic interpretation of 

the Qur’an to earlier Islamic Scholars, Tabari and Ibn Kathir.
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few rabbis who advocated a return to Zion,14 but those were vastly outnum-
bered by their colleagues who held the opposite opinion: that abandoning 
galut means rebellion against God and his corrective punishment. For Jews 
to be restored to their homeland, as the majority of rabbis believed, they 
must first repent of their transgressions. The “triple notion of transgression, 
repentance and restoration,” which was central in Judaism,15 was blatantly 
absent from the Zionist program. Another reason for religious political pas-
sivism was historic experience. The last time when the Jewish nation rallied 
around a “Messiah” was during Bar Kokhba’s revolt, which resulted in per-
haps the greatest national tragedy prior to the Holocaust as Jews were en 
masse massacred and expelled from Eretz Israel.

In Jewish religious-political thought after 135 ad, there was little or no 
place for a movement of gathering exiles back to Zion with the purpose of re-
establishing Jewish political sovereignty. Jews were discouraged from engag-
ing in politics, and taught to patiently wait upon God to send the Messiah in-
stead. When Messiah comes someday, the Jewish nation would be restored by 
him. Human effort in an area regarded as God’s exclusive mandate was, in the 
eyes of religious Jews, nothing short of blasphemy. Even more scandalous was 
the radically atheistic platform of the early Zionist movement. That is why pri-
or to the Holocaust some of the most fervent opponents of Zionism were reli-
gious European Jews.16 Today, sixty-five years after the State of Israel has been 
declared, most zealous Zionists come from the religious community. Most set-
tlers in Judea and Samaria, and in Gaza until they were expelled in 2005, are 
religious. A key factor behind this shift in theology lays in the history of mod-
ern Israel. In a religion worshiping “the God of History,”17 Israel’s stunning po-
litical and miraculous military achievements could easily be interpreted as di-
vinely orchestrated.

14 See Goldwater, 2009
15 E. Kedourie: Judaism and Zionism in the Holy Land in Sharon, 1988:289
16 When Rabbi Alkalai visited England in 1852, his ideas about Jewish return to Zion found 

more support among Christians than among Jews (Reinharz & Shapira, 1996:43). Practical 
messianism and Zionism of Rabbi Cvi Hirsch Kalischer (1795-1874) was considered heresy 
by many European rabbis (Sachar, 2001:7).

17 The Religious Meaning of the State of Israel in Spero & Pessin, 1989:41
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Christianity

The most spectacular change in theology prompted by the Jewish re-
turn to Zion and the ensuing political events in the Middle East, however, 
occurred in Christianity.18 That religion, which for centuries harbored reli-
gious anti-Jewish sentiment, in the second half of the 20th century saw emer-
gence of massive religious philo-Semitism, and Christian Zionism.19 Only 
a hundred years ago a Christian who would claim that the Old Testament 
as interpreted by Jews is still theologically valid, would be branded a her-
etic in many, if not most, Christian denominations. Three or four hundred 
years ago he could have been burned at the stake for suggesting such an idea. 
And yet, Jewish return to Zion brought about a profound theological change 
on the issue: Christians reconsidered and reinterpreted the meaning of the 
word Israel.20 Whereas traditional ecclesiological interpretation viewed 
Church as the “New Israel”21 the idea that it is not so, and that Israel, mean-
ing the Jewish people, has not been replaced by the Church is today held by 
large parts of the Church, particularly Evangelical.22 Christians increasingly 
see Judaism as the historical root of their faith and the Jewish people as their 
older brothers, worshipers of the same God; a nation chosen and blessed, 
from which salvation came and to which Christian gratitude is due.23 To be 

18 I am referring primarily to the Evangelical and to a lesser degree to Catholic Christianity. 
Orthodox Christianity has not been a field of my deeper study yet. This, however, does not 
mean that the changes in ecclesiology which I am about to address did not occur even in Or-
thodox Christianity.

19 Christian Zionism appeared earlier, in the 19th century (more about it later in the text), but 
it was first after the state of Israel has been established that it became widespread and can be 
considered “massive.”

20 Cf. Brog, 2006:13
21 A classic study of the topic is Simon, 1996.
22 The term evangelical is not without ambiguity, as its meaning somewhat changed since it 

first appeared in the sixteenth century until today. It may refer to a denomination. How-
ever, theologian McGrath explains that it is now “used widely to refer to a transdenomina-
tional trend in theology and spirituality, which lays particular emphasis upon the place of 
Scripture in the Christian life. Evangelicalism now centers upon a cluster of four assump-
tions: 1 the authority and sufficiency of Scripture; 2 the uniqueness of redemption through 
the death of Christ upon the cross; 3 the need for personal conversion; 4 the necessity, pro-
priety, and urgency of evangelism” (McGrath, 2007:80). Such evangelical platform can be 
found even within traditional denominations, and it is mostly within those circles that even 
Christian philo-Semitism thrive.

23 Some of the New Testament references for this position are John 4:12 and Romans 11.
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sure, Christian theological identification with the Jewish people and their 
faith is not solely a by-product of political developments in the Middle East. 
A widespread study of the Bible, and its interpretation based on more literal 
understanding of the text and eschatological expectations, even if that inter-
pretation collided with some traditional scholastic dogmas, preceded Chris-
tian political support of the Jewish statehood.24 The establishment of Israel, 
however, is almost certainly the main factor behind such an interpretation’s 
popularization, and also in turning it from being apocalyptic semi-hereti-
cal, into a mainstream Christian thought. Concern for the Jewish people and 
their state is today a “growing mainstream movement of Christians.”25

Christian unity: a by-product of Christian philo-Semitism

The change which religious philo-Semitism prompted within the Church 
has not been limited to Jewish-Christian relations only. Discovering com-
mon roots of their faith moved many Christians to view other Christian de-
nominations in a new, positive light. Not surprisingly. If Christians and Jews 
have come closer to each other and recognized their common values and 
parts of theology, based on the shared Scripture, it was logical to expect dif-
ferent Christian branches to pursue the same path. After all, Christian de-
nominations have more in common theologically than any main Christian 
denomination and Judaism do. As Christians rallied in support of the Jew-
ish state, the question of Christian unity almost spontaneously became an 
issue.26 Some of the most prominent Christian advocates of the Jewish state 

24 Christians which advocated Jewish return to Zion precede even Jewish Zionist movement. 
Among them is 17th century puritan preacher John Owen, Lord Shaftesbury (1801-1885) and 
Anglican priest William Hechler (1845-1931). For more on development of Christian Zion-
ism, see Brog, 2006, and also Ariel, 2002, who presents somewhat more critical analysis of 
the phenomenon.

25 http://int.icej.org/about/about-us, accessed January 3, 2013.
26 It would not be difficult to establish a connection between the advance of Christian unity 

and Jewish-Christian friendship, with the “clash of civilizations” in which Judeo-Christian 
civilization confronts radical parts of the Islamic world. As I explained elsewhere in this ar-
ticle, the origins of Christian philo-Semitism are theological, not political. Politics certainly 
proliferated (and in leftist pro-Palestinian groups restrained) the idea, but politics did not 
generate it. The issue of Christian unity in some cases might be more complex and demand 
additional explanations. The possibility that the conflict with Islam would prompt it will be 
discussed in the next chapter.
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are at the same time championing the cause of Christian unity. Among them 
is Ulf Ekman, founder of the Word of Life movement, and one of the most 
well-known Christian Zionist organizations, the International Christian Em-
bassy Jerusalem, with branches in more than 80 nations worldwide and sup-
porters in all main denominations.

Political cause related to Israel is certainly not the only reason behind 
growing theological, ethical and civilizational approximation of different de-
nominations and branches of Christianity.27 However, it is apparent that poli-
tics – epitomized by recognition of the reestablishment of the State of Israel as 
God’s work in history – was an important factor behind prompting these con-
siderations in many parts of the Church. As branches found the place of unity – 
by going back to the Olive tree, which is Israel28 – it is hard to disregard the 
fact that their very detection that the Olive tree still even exists, largely took 
place because the Olive tree emerged as a political entity.

Lesson to be learned in the Balkans

Conflicts in the Balkans are in many ways unique and in many details dif-
fer from the conflict raging in the Middle East. And yet, the Balkans contains 
some features which make it a political dynamic probably the most simi-
lar to the Middle Eastern in the world. Perceptible reality and threat of the 
global jihad is one of them. Comparative civilizational, and at times, political 
proximity of non-Islamic political actors is another. Both Israel and the Bal-
kans were once ruled by Islam; their return under “infidel” rule is by many 
Muslims considered a “reverse of history”29 and political anomaly, since Dar 
al-Islam is never supposed to turn back to Dar al-Harb. There are even more 
striking political and historical parallels. Both the Middle East and Balkans 
feature new nations, formed in response to recent political turmoil, seeking 
to anchor their identity into a distant past. Most notable of these are Palestin-
ians, and Bosniacs.30 Religious Zionism, the movement of National Religion-

27 An example of a movement toward Christian unity which developed independently from 
Christian support of Israel and is not political, can be found in the Community of Taizé.

28 Romans 11:17
29 Sharon, 2007:63-64
30 On change of perception of Palestinians from an Arab refugee group to a nation see Bjereld 

& Carmesund, 2008:8-14. On development of modern Bosniac national identity see Ta-
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ists (  whose influence in Israeli politics is persistently growing 31,(םיימואל םייתדדדדדד
stronger, originated in the Balkans.32 The first Muslim cleric, who called for 
pan-Islamic jihad against Jews and played a crucial role in the deterioration 
of Arab-Jewish relations in Palestine,33 was active even in the Balkans. Haj 
Amin el-Husseini, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, whose role in the extermi-
nation of European Jews is yet to be examined,34 established SS divisions in 
Bosnia and in Kosovo, and used his authority to mobilize Balkan and Mid-
dle Eastern Muslims to aid Nazis.35 Based on those, and other similarities, we 
may ask whether or not some of the above mentioned theological changes, 
connected to the Middle East, might be expected even in the Balkans?

Christianity and the Balkans disturbances

To begin with, let me point to another similarity between the Middle 
East and the Balkans: events in both places are harder to anticipate than per-
haps anywhere else in the world, and they tend to catch by surprise most of 
the experts and analysts. Without ambition to predict the future develop-
ment, I would like to briefly discuss one particular topic: the prospect of dif-
ferent Christian denominations and groups in the Balkans developing a pro-
found, sincere, and lasting amity toward each other. My thesis is that a way 
to achieve it is by emulating processes which have happened elsewhere in 
the Christian world: to interpret Israel as fulfillment of the Biblical promises 
to the Jewish people.

Christian cooperation is not unknown in the Balkans. If we look back in 
history, we see that Christians made many political and military alliances 

nasković, 2006:144-221. Among other new-forged nations in the Middle East and the Bal-
kans are Jordanians, Slavic Macedonians, and most recently Kosovars.

31 For definition of Religious Zionism see Spero & Pessin, 1989:13-15.
32 Its first pioneer, Rabbi Yehudah Ben Shlomo Chai Alkalai (1798-1878) was born in Sarajevo, 

and entered rabbinic office in Zemun, in the vicinity of Belgrade (Goldwater, 2009:13-34).
33 Karsh, 2010:16
34 See EI Vol. XII:69 where Eichmann’s associate Dieter Wisliceny accuses Husseini as “initia-

tor” of policy of extermination. Some contemporary authors point that Arab-German relations 
during 1933-1945 were never thoroughly researched and investigated (Cf. Mallmann & Cüppers, 
2010:viii).

35 Some of the Muslims he mobilized, along with some Yugoslav Communist World War Two 
veterans, later joined Arab armies in their aggressions against Israel (cf. Frantzman & Ćuli-
brk, 2009:189-201).
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against the Islamic conquests. For example, in an uprising prior to Austri-
an annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the province’s Croats and Serbs 
were engaged in a common struggle, defending themselves from Turks and 
local Muslims.36 Even the First Balkan War of 1912 was nothing else than the 
common Christian struggle for liberation from Islamic rule; a culmination 
of a centuries-old fight of the Cross with the Crescent.37 All those allianc-
es, created ad-hoc to fight the common enemy, however, proved fragile and 
ephemeral. The main factor behind them was interest, i.e. political and mili-
tary pragmatism, but not an understanding of a common Christian spiritual 
or civilizational heritage.38 Alliances were made against an adversary, which 
at the time posed greater danger to each Christian group than they posed to 
each other. As soon as interests or danger changed, inter-Christian rivalries 
resumed, and Christians turned against each other, at times even in alliance 
with the Muslims. Controversial and rarely discussed are some micro-level 
Christian alliances made even during the wars of 1991-1995 in which Yugo-
slavia disintegrated. Catholic Croats and Orthodox Serbs in Central Bosnia 
sometimes cooperated against Muslims, who were on the other hand en-
forced by mujahedeen from Asian Muslim countries.39

In spite of the centuries-long Christian-Muslim struggle, Christian sup-
port of Israel is, to the best of my knowledge, not a much discussed issue 
among Balkans Christians.40 In particular, Western trends in Christian Zion-

36 See Evans, 2007
37 Ćorović, 2005:709. The author (1885-1941) in the section in which he explained the reli-

gious aspects of the First Balkan War wrote that it was one of the most popular wars ever 
fought by the Serbs.

38 Most Christians of the Balkan States of the anti-Ottoman alliance were Orthodox. Howev-
er, the alliances were made after Catholic Italy declared war on Turkey. At the same time, a 
major concern of the Alliance in commencing war against the Turks was the reaction of the 
Catholic Austria, lest it would join forces with the Turks (for more about the War and the 
motives behind it, religious and other, see Ćorović, 2005:704-715).

39 This cooperation should not be overestimated, as it should not be ignored. Significant role 
in its creations was played by the foreign mujahedeen, who instructed local Bosnian Mus-
lims (otherwise largely secular and liberal), that their enemies are not only Serbs, but also 
Croats and any other Christian group, whom they often addressed as “Crusaders” (cf. Ha-
mad, 2007). 

40 I am not familiar with any research about the Balkans Christian attitude toward Israel. How-
ever, during almost two decades in which I have been interested in the topic, I have met 
many Christians from the former Yugoslavia (“Balkans” in this chapter means primarily that 
area), who described themselves as Christian Zionists. Most of those came from different 
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ism have not made significant impact on the states which once constituted 
Yugoslavia. I would suggest two main reasons for this. One is the lasting leg-
acy of anti-Israeli bias from the former Communist regime led by Tito. Even 
though newly formed societies changed thoroughly during the last two dec-
ades, many foreign policy issues are still interpreted in light of the old Yugo-
slav socialist and “non-alignment” tradition. The second is poor first-hand 
acquaintance with the Bible among Christian grassroots.41 To interpret mod-
ern Israel through the text of the Scripture is, of course, impossible unless 
one knows both facts about Israel, and the Scripture.

A friendlier understanding of Israel among Balkan Christians is, one 
might argue, not particularly important, since Balkan Christian nations are 
not significant actors in the Middle East drama. We may or may not agree 
with that argument, but the fact is that Balkan Christians are missing the 
other point elsewhere closely related to the Biblical view of Israel, and that 
is the increase of inter-Christian dialogue, and a sincere move toward Chris-
tian unity beyond political alliance. Such a result of a Biblical interpretation 
of Israel has been perceptible even where steps toward Christian unity were 
not achieved by other means. Advocates of Christian unity throughout the 
centuries sought to achieve it primarily by making or demanding compro-
mises. Issues of disagreements were interpreted as adiaphora or bypassed in 
other ways, often without much success. Interpretation of Israel in light of 
the Scriptures within any given Christian community, sheds a new light on 
Christianity as a whole and its different branches. It reveals, or reemphasiz-
es, the common root to both Christian denominations and the Jews, the Ol-
ive tree, and no compromise by any branch is necessary to acknowledge the 
fact that the others grew from the same stem. Going back to the common 
origin bypasses doctrinal, ecclesiastical, liturgical and other denominational 
differences which have accumulated through history. Considering notorious 
stubbornness of the Balkan nations when it comes to making compromises, 

Evangelical churches, but in recent years I have also met quite a few Catholics and Orthodox 
Christians who shared the same view. 

41 Christian philo-Semitism has been largely a grassroots movement (cf. Skarsaune, 2002:436-
443), and the fact that its modern version appeared primarily in Protestant/Reformed circles, 
which emphasize acquaintance with the Bible among ordinary believers, not just clergy, is not 
surprising.
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finding a way of building friendship without making compromise just might 
be the only way to pursue a lasting, sincere peace.

However, there is also a danger in the Balkans which was not present in 
most other places in the world where Christian philo-Semitism developed. 
Christian philo-Semitism and Christian Zionism in the West preceded the 
Western conflict with radical Islam; as we saw earlier, it was born out of a 
Biblical interpretation and events related to Jews, not out of necessity for 
political alliance. Current conflict with Islamic radicalism did enhance it and 
made Christian understanding of Israel more resonant, discussed and wide-
spread, but it did not originate there, and it does not halt there.42 In the Bal-
kans, on the other hand, Christian sympathies for Israel might develop not 
out of Biblical interpretation, but out of perception that both Balkan Chris-
tians and the Israeli Jews face the same danger alongside Islam’s “bloody bor-
ders.”43 Such sympathies would be based solely on reaction to political per-
ception, and being political and not Scriptural they would not imply a desire 
for Christian unity, only a need for Christian, or Christian-Jewish alliances.44 
As such, they would probably last only as long as it is politically convenient, 
like similar alliances before.

Conclusion

Study of the Bible for the understanding of Israel, as we have seen among 
other Christians and Churches, was usually preceded by its study with the 
purpose of understanding the Gospel, and building a personal faith in Je-
sus as the Savior. That is why recognition of the Jewish people and Chris-
tians from other denominations as brethren, has been largely a product of a 

42 Malcolm Hedding, former director of the ICEJ wrote that “Israel and the Jewish people are 
not the ultimate goals of Christian Zionism. It must always direct one back to God. For the 
focus short of Him is idolatry” (Hedding, 2004:47). He also stressed that God loves other 
peoples, including the Arabs, the same way he loves Jews (p. 48). That position, and an em-
phasis that religious hatred and racism of any kind is unacceptable, is held by all prominent 
Christian leaders active in promoting Christian Zionism whose work I am familiar with (cf. 
Ekman, 2000:96, Ekman, 2004:93, Hagee, 2007:172-173, Brog, 2006:191 etc.).

43 Huntington, 1993:35
44 An example of Christian-Jewish political alliance can be observed in Lebanon. Some Leb-

anese Christians supported the creation of the Jewish state already during the Mandate 
(Woolbert, 1938:318), and they were allies of Israel in the war against PLO.
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changed heart, not of a changed strategy.45 Since much of the Balkan turmoil 
consists of conflicts among different Christian groups, we may say that, what 
Balkan nations need today more than new policies and repositioned allianc-
es is just that: a change of heart. More broadly speaking, Balkan Christians 
need a change of culture and mentality which is more in line with Biblical 
and evangelistic values, and less a reaction to the conflicts, past or present.

Could divided and often antagonized Balkan Christians perceive each other 
in a different way: as servants of the same King, children of the same Kingdom 
and partners in the same mission of bringing it on Earth as it is in Heaven? The 
(unintended) role of Israel might be crucial in determining it. Israel’s marve-
lous story might prompt more Balkan Christians to research their Bibles thus 
finding – alongside fulfilled promises and wonderful prophecies about Israel 
– even other mind-changing messages. Based on what we have seen in recent 
Jewish-Christian and inter-Christian relations elsewhere, I believe that – 
while it is always wise to be on alert for appearance of grotesque phenome-
na in the Balkans – it is not unrealistic to expect positive spiritual develop-
ments emerging out of the harsh and tough political environment. In spite of 
past animosity and conflicts, the rift between, say, Catholics and Orthodox 
Christians, have not been deeper and wider than the one between Christians 
and Jews. Why then should it be less bridgeable?

45 Ulf Ekman strongly warns against ecumenism based on syncretism, church-politics and stra-
tegic motives (Ekman, 2009:244).
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Martin Van Creveld
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv

A Tale of Two Disaster Areas

Judging by the ranking of the various countries on the U.N’s Human De-
velopment Index, both the Balkans and the Middle East are disaster areas. 
In both cases the origins of this sad state of affairs can be traced back to cen-
turies of Ottoman mismanagement, the disintegration of the Ottoman Em-
pire, and the establishment of new borders that took no account of nation-
al, political, economic, social and cultural factors. In this mess, one country 
stands out: Israel. I shall very briefly survey the roots of its success, and sug-
gest that Serbia may have something to learn from it.

One of the most distinguished military historians today, Martin Van Crev-
eld holds M.A. from the London School of Economics, and B.A. and Ph.D. from 
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem where he was on the faculty since 1971.

Books: Wargames: From Gladiators to Gigabytes (2013), The Land 
of Blood and Honey: The Rise of Modern Israel (2010), The Culture of War 
(2008), Hitler’s Strategy 1940-1941: The Balkan Clue (2008), The Rise and 
Decline of the State (1999), Technology and War: From 2000 B.C. to the Pres-
ent (1991).

mvc.dvc@gmail.com
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The Middle East between  
Democratization and Islamization

The Islamic evolution is stronger than the “Arab spring” revolution: The 
„Arab spring” revolutions launched by young activists using all the resourc-
es the Internet has to offer, have paved the way for Islamist movements. The 
main actors for change have been the youth. The first beneficiaries have 
been the Islamists because they are structured and because they have deep 
roots in society, unlike the youth who have not had time to organize. The 
outcomes of recent Arab uprisings have confirmed the organizational supe-
riority and appeal of Islamist political parties in a number of countries in the 
Middle East.

The „Arab Spring” that reshaped the region’s political landscape, marked 
by fragile transitions from secular pro western dictatorships through a „dem-
ocratic procedure” to the formation of Islamic regimes. This “tsunami” has 
moved tectonic plates of the Muslim societies and will provoke aftershocks 
that will lead to an Islamic dominant region. 

The Islamic fundamentalism and the democracy: Hasan al-Banna (1906-
49), the founder of the Muslim Brotherhood that came to power in some 
Muslim states, sought to purge Western influences. He taught that Islam was 
the only solution and that democracy amounted to infidelity to Islam. Sayy-
id Qutb (1906-66), the leading theoretician of the Muslim Brotherhood, ob-
jected to the idea of popular sovereignty altogether. He believed that the 
Islamic state must be based upon the Qur’an, which he argued provided a 
complete and moral system in need of no further legislation. 

More recent Islamists such as Yusuf al Qaradawi argue that democra-
cy must be subordinate to the acceptance of God as the basis of sovereign-
ty. Democratic elections are therefore heresy, and since religion makes law, 
there is no need for legislative bodies. In recent years there could be ob-
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served a change in strategy used by radical Islamic organizations.  Muslim 
Brotherhood openly seeks to establish “democracy” based upon Islamic 
principles. Islamists themselves regard liberal democracy with contempt. 
They are willing to accommodate it as an avenue to power but as an avenue 
that runs only one way. The Islamic world is not ready to absorb the basic 
values of modernism and democracy nor does acceptance of basic Western 
structures imply democracy.

The Islamists are using a „double talk”. They try to present to the west a 
moderate image of political Islam, to encourage the west to help and invest. 
But within the Muslim society the reality is different and most of the voices 
are very conservative.

Historical changes happening in the region now are for sure equivalent 
to the shift of tectonic plates politically. This is a crossroad in history and the 
road the nations involved take will determine our future. In the meantime 
we might see more Islamization there rather than western style democra-
cies. Where it will really lead Middle East and the rest of the world only fu-
ture will tell.

Col. (Res.) Shaul Shay is former head of the IDF Military History De-
partment and former deputy head of the National Security Council of Isra-
el. He holds M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the Bar Ilan University with spe-
cial interest in counter-terrorism; he is a lecturer at his alma mater and the 
Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya (IDC); Dr Shay is also a senior research 
fellow of the Begin–Sadat Center for Strategic Studies and the author of the 
books: Somalia Between Jihad and Restoration (2008), Islamic Terror and the 
Balkans (2008), The Red Sea Terror Triangle: Sudan, Somalia, Yemen and Is-
lamic Terror by Shaul Shay (2006), Post-modern Terrorism: Trends, Scenari-
os and Future Threats (2006).
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The Balkans and the Middle East:  
Turkey’s Regional Priorities

The Balkans and the Middle East have been openly and repeatedly de-
clared as  two regional priorities of the actual foreign policy of Turkey , based 
on the neo-Ottomanist doctrine of so called „Strategic Depth“, theoretically 
elaborated by its minister of foreign affairs Ahmet Davutoğlu and by all avail-
able means  put into practice systematically during at least last decade. Al-
though the world media devotes considerably less attention to Turkish do-
ings in the Balkans than to Ankara’s policies in the Middle East, there is  good  
reason to  believe  that for many reasons  neo-Ottomanism may  actually be  
more  dynamic and more ambitious in Europe’s soft underbelly. The fact that 
the subjects in international community whose judgement Turkey especially 
cares about consider Turkey a legitimate and reliable factor of peace, stability, 
and development in the Balkans must be a strong motive for the foreign poli-
cy of this geographically mostly Asian country to feel the Balkan region as its 
practical and symbolic priority on its way towards the EU. Although seem-
ingly there is no direct link between the lines of Turkey’s engagement in the 
Balkans and in the Middle East, its activities in these two regions should be 
analysed and interpreted comparatively and organically, as two facets of the 
same complex phenomenon and to some degree even interdependent. Such 
an approach would allow us to evidentiate some important typological fea-
tures of neo-Ottomanist ideological pattern as well as its practical political 
potentials, contradictions and limitations.  

Darko Tanasković is former Yugoslav and Serbian ambassador to the Re-
public of Turkey, Aserbaijan, and the Vatican. He holds B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. 
in Oriental Philology from the University of Belgrade, where he teaches until 
today. Dr Tanasković published more than 600 works including twelve books, 
“Neo-ottomanism” being the latest one.
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Assessing the Threat of Militant Islamism 
in Southeastern Europe

Many of the major terrorist actions of the past fifteen years, including the 
9/11 attacks, the Khobar Towers bombing, the bombings of the US embas-
sies in Kenya and Tanzania, the bombing of the USS Cole, etc., have Balkan 
connections. This paper will review the history of the emergence of the mil-
itant Islamist movement in Southeastern Europe, assess the degree of the 
current threat to the region posed by radical extremists, and review the vari-
ous policy options available to local governments and the international com-
munity for dealing with the threat.

Gordon N. Bardos is former assistant director of Harriman Institute at Co-
lumbia University and an executive officer of the Association for the Study of the 
Nationalities. Bardos holds Ph.D. from Columbia University and his special in-
terest is in the Balkan conflict and its connection to similar regions in the world. 
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Global Power and Particular Responses 
(The Balkan Wars and the „Albanian issue“ in light of neorealism)

Today, the word “Balkans”, in its strategic and security senses, implies 
(South)Eastern Europe, then the Mediterranean, and finally the real thing 
– the Middle East, in addition to its main geographic meaning! Despite the 
popular literature and numerous political stereotypes, the Balkans have nev-
er been interpreted and accepted as a “region apart” (similar to the notions 
of “Europe”, “the Middle East”, etc.) in the global realpolitik, but primarily 
as a geopolitical mediator between the European (Christian) and oriental 
(Muslim) worlds. To those who shape the history of the world, the Balkans 
have never been, nor could ever be, important “in themselves” or “as such”; 
the Balkans have always been interpreted – perceived – primarily as a bor-
der, the place where a “wedge” is driven into the space of the Other, i.e. the 
crossroads leading to the subjugation of a promising part of the world. Seen 
from the standpoint of so-called regional security, the Balkans are a volatile 
combination of Europe and the Middle East, of Christian and Muslim civili-
zations. Hence the significance of the Balkans exceeds the issue of local rela-
tions (of peoples and states) and ventures into a much more intricate (com-
plex) structure of international power and into the issue of relations between 
these opposing cultures/civilizations. The same goes for the Middle East: 
the control over it is beyond the status of local players. However, unlike the 
Balkans, which have most often served as a geopolitical “means”, the Mid-
dle East has always been an important “goal” in the struggle for power of key 
global players.

Vladimir Cvetković is a full time professor of Sociology and the Vice-Dean of 
the Faculty of Security Studies at the University of Belgrade. He has participat-
ed in a number of scientific projects, meetings, symposia and congresses, exam-
ining issues related to political philosophy and the sociology of politics. He was 
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the head manager of the scientific project ‘Tendencies of migration movements 
of refugees in Serbia (psycho-social factors)’, sponsored by the Republic of Ser-
bia Committee for Refugees, as well as of the project ‘National identity and the 
reconstruction of institutions in Serbia (public opinion, education, media)’ at 
the Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory in Belgrade. Monographs: Will 
to New. On the geneology of modernity (1995; 2007), Fear and Humiliation. 
Yugoslav War and Refugees in Serbia 1991-1997. (1999), Polis and Philosophy. 
Ancient Greek philosophy and its historical and political horizon. 2000.), Wis-
dom and Power. On the political dimension of philosophy (2001.) 
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Research at the Faculty of Security Studies in the University of Belgrade. The re-
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A Hundred Years Later: Turkey is Back

It is historically unprecedented for a former great power which undergoes 
a period of steep decline to make a comeback and reestablish its position as 
a major player in world affairs. After the Peloponnesian War Athens was fin-
ished for all time. Following the collapse of the Western Empire, Rome has 
never regained its old stature and glory. After Philip II Spain declined precipi-
tously and has remained a third-rate power ever since. The list goes on.

Turkey appears to be an exception to the rule. One hundred years af-
ter the fate of the Ottoman Empire was seemingly sealed in the First Balkan 
War, the Turkish Republic has an ever-increasing clout in three key areas 
of neo-Ottoman expansion: the Balkans, the Arab world, and the predom-
inantly Muslim regions of the former Soviet Union. Each has played a sig-
nificant part in reshaping the geopolitics of the Greater Middle East over 
the past decade. This complex project, which remains under-reported in the 
Western media and denied or ignored by policy-makers in Washington, is 
going well for Prime Minister Rejep Tayyip Erdoğan and his AKP ( Justice 
and Development Party).

Dr. Trifkovic’s paper looks at the causes and dynamics of this remarkable 
transformation, which has fundamentally changed -- over the past decade -- 
the security architecture of the region.

Srđa Trifković is foreign affairs editor for “Chronicles: A Magazine of Amer-
ican Culture”. Trifković earned a B.A. from the University of Sussex and from the 
University of Zagreb and a Ph.D. from the University of Southampton. He is the 
author of several books, including “Ustasa: Croatian separatism and European 
politics, 1929-1945” and “Sword of the Prophet: The Politically Incorrect Guide to 
Islam”, a much discussed book about the history and tenets of Islam.
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Potential in the Balkans?

Conflict in the Middle East is complex and complicated. There are many 
aspects of it, such as national, economic, territorial, security-related, psy-
chological and historical. Analyzing any of them would help us understand it 
better. However, there is one aspect which, if ignored, would leave any anal-
ysis wanting: religion. While for a long time the mainstream media and ac-
ademia chose to disregard its importance in the Middle Eastern conflict, af-
ter the events of September 2001, and after the wave of Islamic terrorism in 
Israel the following year, more scholars and analysts did actually pay signif-
icantly more attention to it. Thus, the fact that religion to a degree influenc-
es Middle Eastern politics, primarily in the Muslim community, has become 
impossible to ignore.

Conflicts in the Balkans are in many ways unique and in many details 
differ from the conflict raging in the Middle East. And yet, Balkans-conflict 
contains some features which make it a political set-up probably the most 
similar to the Middle Eastern in the world. Perceptible reality and threat 
of the global jihad is one of them. Comparative civilizational proximity of 
non-Islamic political actors is another. Could those similarities inspire Bal-
kan Christians to view each other through different eyes than they used to? 
Could divided and often antagonized Balkan – and for that matter all Euro-
pean – Christians perceive each other in a different way: as servants of the 
same King, children of the same Kingdom and partners in the same mission 
of bringing it on Earth as it is in Heaven? Based on what we have seen in 
Jewish-Christian relations in the Middle East, I believe that it is not unreal-
istic to expect positive spiritual development emerging out of the harsh and 
tough political circumstances. In spite of past animosity and conflicts, the 
rift between, say, Catholics and Orthodox Christians have not been deeper 
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and wider than the one between Christians and Jews. Why then should it be 
less bridgeable?

Boris Havel holds B.A. from Livets Ord University/Oral Roberts University, 
M.A. from Hebrew University of Jerusalem and Ph.D. from University of Za-
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